Find today's weather forecast in the newspaper or on the computer and record it here.
Hang it up where others can see it.

**Weather Forecast**

**Today's Date:** ____________________________________
*(Write out the month, date, and year)*

**Meteorologist:** _________________________________
*(Your name)*

**Current Temperature:** ________________________
*(Example: 75°F or 24°C)*

**Current Weather:** _______________________
*(Examples: sunny, clear, partly cloudy, rain, windy, snow, etc.)*

**Wind Direction & Speed:** _____________________
*(Example: from the northwest at 5 miles per hour)*

**Today's Weather**

**Tonight's Weather**

**Tomorrow's Weather**

*(Draw a picture)*

**Today’s High Temp:**

**Tonight’s Low Temp:**

**Tomorrow’s High Temp:**

**Chance of Precipitation:** %

**Chance of Precipitation:** %

**Chance of Precipitation:** %
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